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Let the column vectors of X : p x n be distributed as independent normals 
with the same covariance matrix X. Then, the quadratic form in normal vectors 
is denoted by XAX’ = S, where A : n x n is a symmetric matrix which is 
assumed to be positive definite. This paper deals with the various series repre- 
sentations of the density function of S when E(X) = 0, extending the idea of 
Kotz et al. (1967) to the multivariate case. Further, it gives the distribution of 
l S 1 when E(X) # 0, and the results for the univariate distribution of the 
quadratic form in noncentral normal variates can be obtained by putting p = 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that xi : p x 1 (i = 1, 2,..., n) are distributed normally with 
E(x,) = pi and cov(x( , xi,) = via*Z for i, i’ = 1,2,..., 71, where V = (vii’) : n x n 
and C : p x p are symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.) matrices. Then, a quadratic 
form in normal vectors is defined by 
S = C aii,XiX;, 
i i’ 
and its generalised variance by 1 S I. By performing suitable linear trans- 
formations, one can easily show that the distribution of S is the same as that of 
where yi : p x 1 (; = 1, 2,..., n) are independent normals with E(yi) = 6, 
and Y(y,) = X, and ~11 > o~z > *.* > OL, > 0 are the characteristic (ch.) roots 
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of VA. It is well-known that if q = 0~~ = ... = OL, , then the distribution of S 
is noncentral Wishart and is studied by Constantine (1963). When p = 1, 
the problem is studied by various authors (see Refs. [4-5, 10-16 and 191) in 
various ways. Here, we extend the unified treatment of Kotz et al. (1967) to the 
above problem when all Si = 0, and we leave the noncentral case for a later 
communication. We give the distribution of 1 S 1 for the noncentral variates 
and the various series representations of the density function, 
(2) 
of S for the central case, namely, when Si = 0 for all i. 
The following types of representations are studied: 




W(S) = W,(gn, yc-1; S){(&z),}-1 cK(c-ls), K (3’) 
W9($n, yC-l; S) = (I’,&)>-1 1 S l(n-p-1)/2 exp(--y Tr CFS), n >p. 
If y = 0, we get a power-series representation (see Hayakawa (1966)) and if 
y > 0, we get the Wishart type representation (or a mixture of Wishart 
distributions) and for y = (l/q) with q > 0, Khatri (1966) obtained this 
representation. 
(ii) f(S) is called a Laguerre type representation if 
where 
f(S) = f c upys), 
k=O K 
(4) 
hf)(S) = W#l, yc-1; s){(&)K}-l LK--yels), (4’) 
OL # 0. If 01 = y > 0, Shah (1968a) has mentioned such a representation. Here, 
for the first time for any p > 1, we show uniform convergence of such 
representations and calculate the bounds for 
e:)(S) = 1 .=g+, T u~)h~)(S) 1 , i = 1,2 (5) 
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for the representations mentioned above. In an abstract, Shah (1968b) mentioned 
that the density function of S for the noncentral variates can be written as a 
mixture of Wishart distributions but these results are not published. In (2) 
and (3), the usual meanings for P,(2-ln, K) and &a(S) are assumed and are 
given in Constantine’s paper (1966). F or continuity purposes, we give these 
notations in the following few lines: 
P&/2, K) = ?7*(p-1)/4 fi Wi + (n - i + 1)/2) = (42L J’&P) (6) 
i=l 
with P,(n/2) = P,(n/2,0) and K = (k, ,..., A,), K, 3 k, >, ..* 2 K, > 0 and 
Cr=, ki = k, and 
LB(S) = L g e a u rre P Y 01 nomial of degree k in the ch. roots of S 
= (P + (P + 1)PL cm i. T %JcJ(-wcJM~ + (P + lK% (7) 
and its generating function is given by 
fro ; J%‘(S) ‘%9/k ! C,(I,) 
= 11 _ e /-&(lofl)/Z 
s o(9) 
exp[- Z’r(SH0(1 - 6)-W’] dH, (8) 
where C,(S) is the zonal polynomial of degree k in the ch. roots of S and the 
coefficients a,,, in (7) satisfy the relations 
5 c a,,&‘@)/CA~) = CO + S) and a&J 3 0. 
j=O J 
The integration in (8) is over an orthogonal group O(p), H : p x p is orthogonal 
and norm of 8 = 118 11 < 1. 
2. SERIES REPWENTATIONS OF A DENSITY FUNCTION 
OF S IN THE CENTRAL CAKE 
2.1. Some Preliminary Results 
LEMMA 1. L.et A be a symmetric matrix with ai (i = 1,2,..., p) as the ch. roots 
of A. If A,, = diag(l a, I,..., 1 a, I), then 
I C&VI < Ccb%)~ 
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Proof. Let MA(A) be the monomial symmetric function of degree xr=, hi in 
the ch. roots a, , a2 ,..., a, of A, where X = (A1 ,..., X,), A1 > X, > ... > X, > 0, 
and let us write 
C,(A) = ~4K(A), ,c = (k, ,..., k,), k > ..- > k, 3 0, 1, 
A 
where CA is the summation over the partitions h of k such that 1 < h, < k, , 
k = xyC1 k, = ~~=, Xi > 0. Then, James (1968, p. 1714, 5.8) has estabhshed 
the following recurrence relation: 
where 
for all Y such that, when the elements of the partition p are arranged in descending 
order, p is above X and below or equal to K. The summation is over all such II, 
including possibly, nondescending ones. We note that d, is given by the 
expression (5.14) of J ames (1968, p. 1714) and it is positive. Once we know 
d, > 0, we can calculate dA from (9). We may note that pK > p,, provided 
K # X, pK > 0 and (hi + T) - (hj - r) > 0. Hence, from (9), it is obvious 
that each d,, 3 0. Using this, we get 
I C&U G 1 dA I MA(A)I 
A 
Thus, Lemma 1 is established. 
LEMMA 2. Let S : p x p be a p.d. matrix and 9 : q x q be a real symmetric 
matrix whose ch. roots are S, , 0, ,..., 0, (q > p) such that 1 ~0, ] < 1 for all i, 
where w is any real OY complex number. Then 
F. ; Lt-(~+l)/~(s) C+e)/k! C,(I,J 
zz= 
s 
1 I, - w~,~~l’ /-B exp[--w Tr SH,N3,‘(1, - d-VWY1 dH o(9) 
(10) 
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and 
1 ~Lf-(p+l)/2(s) cp)/h! CK(I,) j 
K 
< P-” I o(a) 
1 I, - pH,B,H,’ 1-O exp[p Tr SHrQil’(I, + H~%HI’P)-‘~ dH 
< p-“(1 - PC)+@ exp[q(Tr S)/(l + cp)l, (11) 
where /3 is real, the integration is over an orthogonal space O(q), H’ = (Hr’ Hs’) 
is an orthogonal matrix, Hr : p x q, 8, = diag( 1 8, I,,,., ( 8, I), l = maxi 1 ~9~ 1and 
p is any number such that 0 < PE < 1. 
Proof. Let H : q x q be an orthogonal matrix. Then, using James’ result 
(1964, Eq. (23)), we have, 
Hence, the left side of (10) becomes 
Ls ca+1’j2(S) C,&H,BH,‘)/K! C+&) ; 1 dH 
and then using (8), we have 
s s o(q) o(e) I 1, -M-W%‘%‘~ I-’ 
x exp[ -Tr SHaH,0H,‘w(I, - HrBHr’w)-l Hs’] dHs dH. 
Transforming H by the relation 
( 
Hs 0 
0 I-)H=H4 (I 2, 
with dH = dH4 and then integrating over Ha , we get the left side of (10) by 
replacing H4 by (H,’ H,‘) = H. (11) follows from the well-known Cauchy’s 
inequality. Thus, Lemma 2 is established. 
LEMMA 3. Let Z : p x p be a complex symmetric matrix such that Re(Z) is 
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p.d. where Re(Z) = real part of Z. Then, the Laplace transform of the density 
function of S is given by 
E exp( -Tr ZS) = fi 1 I, + 2orjCZ I-1’z exp 
j=l 
- j$ +;z(I, + 24Z)-l s,] , 
where aj’s and Sj’s are defined in (1). 
This follows directly from the known results on normal distribution. 
LEMMA 4. Let (hK} be a sequence of measurable complex-valued functions on 
the space of p.d. matrices and let {a,] be a sequence of complex numbers such that 
< a exp(Tr BS) for almost all S > 0, (12) 
where a is a real number and B is a symmetric matrix. Define 
f(S) = f C u&(S) (weZE de&ted a.e.for S > 0). 
k=O K 
Then, the Laplace transforms h,(Z) and f(Z) of h,(S) and f (S), respectively, exist 
for Re(Z) (i.e., Real part of Z) > B, and 
f(z) = f C u&(Z) for Re(Z) > B. 
k=O K 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem. 
2.2. Method of Approach 
For the series representations, we shall take 
k(Z) = t-G> faWN, (13) 
where t(Z) is nonvanishing and analytic for Re(Z) > B and G(Z) is a one-to-one 
mapping. The inverse mapping G-r is defined by G-r(G(Z)) = Z. Let us take 
B = G(Z). Then Z = G-r(e). Moreover, let us define 
M(e) = Lo(G-l(e))I~(G-l(e)), (14) 
where L,(Z) = E exp(-TrZS) when Si = 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., n. If we take 
f(S) as the density function of S when all &‘s are zero, and p(Z) the Laplace 
transform off(S), then 
Pm = Lo(Z) 
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and 
Jf(e) = f(G-‘(W(G-‘(9 = i c 4,N- 
k=O I( 
(15) 
From (15), we can find a, as the coefficient of C,(9) in the expansion of M(8). 
Using these coefficients inf(S), if it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4, then 
by uniqueness of the Laplace transform, we get the required representation 
of the density function of S. These conditions are verified for all the series 
representations and error terms are calculated. 
2.3. Combined Power Series and Wishart Type representation 
Let us take 
fl(S) = jJ C a,J1%~l)(S), (16) 
k=O K 
where Ain is defined by (3’). From the known results (see Constantine (1963)), 
we get 
h;yz) = 1 y1 + cz I-+ / x In’2 C&I + CZ)-1) 
provided Re(yC-l + Z) > 0. Hence, we have 
f(Z) = 1 y1 + cz j-n/z ] z p2 and G(Z) = (yI + cZ)-l = 8. 
Note that G(Z) is a one-to-one mapping. Hence, using (15), we have 
M(e) = &G-ye))/@-ye)) = f C qc,(e) 
k-0 I( 
= a:) fi 1 I - fije j-niz 
where @ = j A /--P/z ) 22 l+j2, A = diag(cYr ,..., OL,), A, = diag(,!?r ,..., pn), 
and /Ij == (20(~y - 1)/(2aJ. In the expansion of the determinant occurring in 
(17), we have used the corresponding result established by Khatri (1966), and 
the expansion is valid if and only if 





Then, from (17), we get 
a!' = at)(n/2)K C,(A,),‘k! C&J. (19) 
Using (19) and (3’) in (16), we get 
f,(S) = af) f C C,(A,) C,(=S)@! C,&)}-1 W&/2, $-l; S), (20) 
k=O K 
where y is a real number. In order that jr(S) is the density function of S, it 
should satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4. It is easy to see that 
L$o 1 c 41’Yw) / < #)Wp(n/2,(y - l ) z-1; S). K 
Since Re(Z) > (-y + E) C-1 satisfies the condition (18), we get fi(S) as the 
density function of S by using the uniqueness property of Laplace transform 
and Lemma 4. The series (20) will be uniformly convergent if y > E. For the 
rapidity of convergence and the choice of y, we find the upper bound for 
Let us define Y : p x n a random matrix and a domain 
D = D{Yj S = YY'}. 
Then, it is easy to prove that 
=77 -pn’zaP SI D o(n) exp( -y Tr C-lYY’> CKIZ-lYHA,H’Y’] dH dY. (21) 
Then 
e:)(S) = #)qyPnP 
Iss [ 
f {Tr(C-lYHA,H’Y’)}k/k! 
D Oh) k=N+1 1 
x exp(--y Tr Z-lYY’> dH dY I. (22) 
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Case 1. Let A1 be negative semidefinite, i.e., 
Y < (2+ where a1 > ... > a, > 0. 
When y = 0, we get results for power-series expansion. Noting 
i. (--~)~/k! > exp(--x) > ‘T (-z)k/k!, 
k=O 
and so 
I,$+, (-x)“/k! 1 = 1 exp(--x) - t (-x)“! / < XN+rI(N + l)! 
k=O 
for x > 0 and r and N positive integers; we get after some simplifications the 
final result as 
e:)(S) < a:) W,(n/Z, ye-‘; S) C C,(--Al) C@-lS)/WnKN f I)! 
< @Wp(n/2, yC-l; S) :N+‘(Tr C-lS)N+l/(N + l)! (23) 
where C, is the summation over the partitions of (N + 1) and E = (2a,)-l - y. 
We note that power-series expansion does not converge rapidly and uniformly, 
because for this case the uniform convergence has the condition 
(4qy < y < (2or,)-1. 
The best choice of y is y = (201,)-l, when A, is negative (semi-) definite, and 
E = (a,’ - cQ)/2. 
Case 2. Let y > (24-l. A, may have some negative elements. Let us 
define A, = diag(l ,f3, 1, ]/3a I,..., I/3, I). Then, it is easy to see that 
2 [Tr(C-lYHAIH’Y’)]k/K! 
k=N+l 
< [Tr(Z-lYHA&‘Y’)]N+l{(N + l)!}-l exp(E Tr C-lYY’) 
and hence (22) gives 
e:)(s) < aF)Wp(n/2, (y - C) C-l; S) c C,,(A,) C,(C-?5)/C,,(I,)(N + l)! 
< ap)W&n/2, (y - e) C-l; S)r&Tr C-lS)N+l/(N + l)! (24) 
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Note that (20) is uniformly convergent if y > E and this gives us the condition 
that y > (401,)-t. The best choice of E will be 
E. = ivf my ] y - (2LYzj)-l /. 
We note that the solution is y = (a;’ + ~r,l)/4 and hence 
E = (“1 - 01,)/4oIp, and y - ‘0 = (2$&l. 
This shows that y = (a;l+ or;l)/4 is better than the best choice given in Case 1. 
2.4. Laguerre-type Representation 
Let us take 
k=O K 
where hi%(S) is given by (4’). Using the results of Constantine (19&i), we get 
@‘(Z) = 1 Iy + zz I-n’2 C,[I - +I + ZZ)-11 [ r: (a’2 
if Re(CZ) > --yI. Here, we have 
g(z) = I YI + 82 I-n’s I c In’s and G(Z) = I - +I + CZ)-r = 8. 
Since G is a one-to-one mapping, we must have (Y # 0. With the above results, 
we have 
where & = (1 - 2gy)/(l - 2~3~~ + 2aja), As = diag(+, , +2 ,..., +,J and 
ai”’ = ] 2E ]+f2 ] I, - As ]*f2 ] A ]-9/2 with A = diag(q ,..., a,). The expansion 
on the right side of (26) is valid if and only if 
rn” ] ch.,(e)] < q1 or max ] 1 - c& + ch.,(EZ)] < q1 i (27) 
where <I = maxi [ dj (. Then, from (26), we have 
a?’ = $‘(7~/2)~ C,(Aa)/k! C&,). (28) 
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Using (28) and (4’) in (25), we get 
f,(S) = apv,(n/2, Fly; S) t 2 K 
L(n-p-1)‘2(az-‘S) C,.(A,) 
K! C,(I,) * (29) k-0 K 
The use of Lemma 2 (see equation (10)) s h ows that the series (29) is convergent 
if and only if l i < 1. Hence, we shall choose our y and a so that Q < 1. In 
order to see that the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied forf2(S) of (29), we use 
Lemma 2 and (Eq. (11)) and taking a > 0, obtain 
i / c u~2)~~2)(S) j 
k-0 x 
< ayv,(n/2, (y - ffp/( 1 + p)) x-1; S)(l - p)-“P/2(1 - Q/p)-’ 
provided we choose p to satisfy cl < p < 1. 
If Re(Z) > (-y + ap/(l + p)) C-l; then it is easy to see that (27) is satisfied. 
Hence, by the uniqueness of Laplace transform and Lemma 4, f&S) becomes 
the density function of S. Moreover, if y > apl(l + p), then f*(S) is uniformIy 
continuous over the space of S > 0. 
Now, using Lemma 2, we see that if 
e$)(S) s u;2) F g<1{Fq”‘2, (Y - cupl(l + P)) C-l; S) 
(cJp;~+l( 1 - Q/p)-I( 1 - &-““‘“3/(JJ + l)! (30) 
A choice of p which makes the formula takes a simple form (but which may not 
be the best from other points of view) is p = E:‘~. Then, (30) can be rewritten 
as 
e$)(S) < ayv,(?z/2, (y - cq2) C-f; S) q+w(1 - tT;;)-(efl+W2/(jv + I)! 
(31) 
where 010 = a 2/;;1(1 + 1/;;). First of all, we note that we have taken a > 0. 
Since e1 < 1, we get, 1 - (1 - 2ajy)/(l - 2ajy + 2a& > 0 for all j and this 
means that a and (1 - 2orp + 2aja) must have the same sign. Because y is 
any real number, we can always take a > 0. It is easy to verify that if yz =1/y 
ami ar, = a/y, 
683/r/z-6 
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If we want to improve the bound (31) over the one obtained when q, = 1, we 
must satisfy the following two conditions for some yi and 01s :
and 
6% + %a2 - 010) > Yl (33) 
61 < bl - %ml + %J* (34) 
It has been found that if (33) is satisfied, then (34) is not satisfied and, 
conversely, but yi = (ai + a,)(2 - 01s) and or = (01~ - qJ/(~r + a,) are 
satisfied at cue = 1. Thus, introduction of 01 may or may not improve the results. 
The optimum choice of e1 can be obtained satisfying only one condition (33) 
or (34). 
Further, if we take yi = 01~ + 01~ , then, 
El = 6% - %zm1 + %> + h&o - 1)). 
Choose LY,, so that 
1 - 01s dq(l + Vq = l/2. 
From this, we find that 
and hence 
ql = 1 + %/2(% - %I) 
We notice that these values of E r , 01~ and y1 simplify (31) still further to 
e;)(s) < 1 2c I-~/2(a1/aJ(01;1 - LY;yq(al - a,)/al]N+l{(N + l)!}-’ 
x W&/2, wqq + %a); S). (35) 
3. DISTRIBUTION OF 1 S 1 = w 
LEMMA 5. Let A, B and S be p x p symmetric matrices. Then, 
s o(9) C,(SHAH’) C,,(SHBH’) dH = c C,(S) P;,,(A, W, (36) Y 
where the summation is over all partitions v of k f n, K and q are, respectively, 
given partitions of k and n, and P,‘,,(A, B) depends on A and B only. 
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Proof. On account of symmetric property of zonal polynomials, we can 
write, 
C,(Q)= c 4, fi (TrdQHAiy 
A i=l 
where the summation is over hi’s such that C& ihi = h, Tr i(Q) is the sum of 
principal minors of order i(=l, 2,...,p) and dn,,- are constants depending on the 
partition K. Further, without loss of generality, we can take S to be a diagonal 
matrix, and 
where (Qh,,....ji is the submatrix formed by j, ,...,ji rows and j, ,..., ji columns 
of Q. From the product CJSHAH’) CJSHBH’), we can collect the coefficient 
of s&$ ..’ s) and integrating over H gives the same value for any permutations 
of tl , t2 ,..‘, t, . Thus, Lemma 5 is established. 
LEMMA 6. Let Y and T be matrices of order p x n, n 3 p and let A : n x n 
be a symmetric matrix. Then for HE O(n) and HI E 0( p), there exists a function 
R,(A, T’T) such that 
s I O(P) o(n) exp[Tr(SHAH’S’ + 2H,SHT’)J dH, dH 
= i. T WA, T’T) C$=‘W W,). (37) 
This follows from Lemma 5 and 
s o(9) exp(2 Tr XH,‘) dHl =04(~/Z JW. 
We note that when A = -B, B is p.d. and T = TIB1/2, where Br/s is a sym- 
metric square root of B, then comparing (37) and Theorem 7 of Hayakawa 
(1969, p. 17), we get 
R,(-B, B1/2TI’TIB1/2) = P,(T, , B)/(n/2), , 
where P,(T, , B) is defined by Hayakawa (1969, p. 17) as 
exp(--TTr TITl’) PK(Tl , B) 
(38) 
= (-1)” ,-ml2 
i 




LEMMA 7. The Mellin’s transform of the density function of w = / S j, S 
defined by (l), is given by 
where 
-’ r>o, 0 p) = fi r(rz - i + 1)/2 
I 
1 y2A j-Pj2 exp(-Tr SAS’/2), 
i=l 
A = diag(ar , a2 ,..., (Y,), 6 = C-lj2($ , 5, ,..., 5,) A--l/s, A1 = Y I - A-V. 
Proof. After some necessary transformations, we can write the Mellin’s 
transform of the density function of w as 
E(c2) = co 1 c ]h n-P*P 
I 
j YY’ Ih exp[-Tr(YA-lY’ - 2YS’)/2] dY, (40) 
D 
where 6 and A are the same as defined in Lemma 7, D = D{-m < Y < ~0 
i.e., -co < yij < cc for all i, j} and c, = [ 2A I-e/2 exp(-Tr 6AS’/2). Since 
the domain D in (40) is invariant under the transformation Y -+ H,YH where 
H1 E 0( p) and H E O(n), we can introduce random orthogonal matrices and 
write (40) as 
E(Wh) = co ) c I* %=-em/2 
1 
j YY’ I* exp(--y Tr YY’) 
D 
X 
1 s O(P) oh) 
exp{Tr(YHA$I’Y’) + Tr(H,YIW)) dH, dH dY. (41) 
Using Lemma 6, we get 
E(d) = co / C jh 5 c &(A, , S’S) {k! C,&)}-1 
k=O K 
x =-pn/2 s / YY’ jh CJYY’) exp(--y Tr YY’) dY. D 
From this we get the required result. 
Now, using the definition of 
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(see Erdelyi (1953) p. 207) given by 
we can obtain the density function f(w) (given in Lemma 8) of w from the 
inverse Mellin’s formula 
f(w) = (25+)-l j:I:I E(uh) u+--l dh 
for some real number c. 
LEMMA 8. In the notations of Lemma 7, the density function of w is given by 
x (k! yk)-’ Go”:,o(wy’/I C / 1 ki - k, + (p - i)/2 for i = 1, 2,...,p). 
We note that when p = 1, the result is the same as the mixture of gamma 
distributions as given by Ruben (1962) and Katz et al. (1967). 
Remarks. (a) The distribution of Tr S where S is distributed as mentioned 
in Section 1 for the noncentral case is similar to that of a quadratic form in 
noncentral variates (see references) and hence it is not mentioned here. The 
distribution of (Tr S) as given by Hayakawa (1969) is a power-series type and 
is not rapidly convergent (see for the central case, Section 2.3 of this paper and 
Kotz et al. (1967)). (b) The above results can be easily extended to complex 
multivariate normal distribution and so they are not explicitly given. 
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